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Abstract. We study transformations and equivalences of recursive program schemes. We give an 
optimization algorithm which recognizes and removes all the parts of a program scheme which do 
not affect its final output. This result leads to a syntactic way of suppressing some erroneous loops in 
programs and can be used to prove that equivalence of recursive program schemes is solvable under 
particular conditions. 
1. Introduction 
Program improving transforms act mainly on the structure -or syntax -of the 
program: for instance suppression of GOTO’s [4, lo], of recursion [3,22], most 
usual code optimization transforms [l, 61. We use here the algebraic theory of 
program schemes 17, 14,191 to extend and prove results of this type; by providing a 
framework to prove syntactic results at a syntactic level, this theory enables us to 
obtain simple and natural proofs. 
We prove here that, with respect o the class of associative discrete interpretations 
(cf. Section 5), every program scheme is equivalent o a loopless (or straight line) one 
and that equivalence is solvable. 
In order to achieve that result, we extend code optimization [I] to program 
schemes: we will compute an optimal scheme equivalent o a given scheme, thereby 
recognizing and canceling some loops in program schemes. 
Example 1. Let us consider the program block P: 
LOOP: 
SUITE: 
I := 0 
IF I # 0 THEN GOT0 SUITE 
V := B( V, C(V)) 
GOT0 LOOP 
. . . 
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which was clearly written with an absent mind and will loop. We will easily detect and 
cancel that loop (cf. Proposition 5 and Example 5). 
We prove that it is possible to find out and suppress all useless parts in a program 
scheme; useless parts are those which do not affect he final output, hence should not 
appear normally in the program and mark out a likely error [ 11. Although we thought 
this result should be known, we did not find it stated in the literature. We therefore 
prove it (Theorem 3) by giving an effective method to construct, for every scheme, an 
equivalent optimal scheme without any useless part. This method is then extended to 
allow algebraic conditions on base functions and gives, together with a better 
approximation (Propositions 5,6) a process to handle out some loops (for instance 
the one in Example 1). 
We next apply that optimization theorem to study equivalences of program 
schemes with respect o discrete interpretations with associative laws. We prove that 
every loopless program P is equivalent under these conditions to an optimal P’; we 
moreover construct a system C of reduction rules which is complete in the sense that 
P’ is deduced from P by successive simplifications according to the rules of C 
(Theorem 4). Let us note here the differences with the “equivalence under con& 
tions” of Aho and Ullman [l]: C strictly contains the associativity conditions A; P 
can thus be equivalent o P for every discrete interpretation satisfying A, without 
being deducible from P by using only conditions in A: a reason for that and a 
counter-example will be found in Section 5 (Proposition 9). Finally, we show that 
with respect o the discrete interpretations with one associative law, every program 
scheme is equivalent o a loopless one, which implies that equivalence of program 
schemes is solvable and can be described by a complete system of rules. 
2. Preliminaries 
We briefly recall here the fundamentals of algebraic semantics. Following Ianov 
[IS], programs are split into a syntactic component, or program scheme (formal 
expressions defining the structure of the program), and a semantic component, or 
interpretation (a way of giving a meaning to the formal expressions). Recursive 
definitions are a natural and general way of viewing functions and programs [9,23]. 
Hence the algebraic semantics deals with program schemes pecified by a set of 
recursive equations; it characterizes a program scheme by a syntactic object which 
can be viewed as an infinite tree and is an element of a universal or free interpretation 
from which all other interpretations are deduced [7,13,19]. This object describes 
the function computed by the scheme, together with its finite approximations and its 
syntactic properties and can be used to prove the latter. 
Let F be a set of base function symbols, containing a special symbol 0 (represent- 
ing the “undefined”) and V a set of variables; each f in F has rank r@ E N, and the 
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variables have rank 0. Let M(F, V) be the free F-algebra (or F-magma [19]) 
generated by V- i.e. the smallest set containing: 
(1) every symbol s of arity 0 in Fu V. 
(2) every f(tl , . . . , fr& for f;s in M(F, V). 
M(F, V) is the set of well-formed terms on F u V, and its elements can be viewed as 
finite trees. For instance, g(u, J2) is represented as the tree: 
M(F, V) is ordered by: t -C t’ if t’ is deduced from t by replacing some 0’s in r by 
elements of M(F, V) -{a}. 
In the sequel, we adopt the vector notation and shall shorten for instance 
f0 1, . . . 9 6& in f ( ;I. 
A recursive program scheme (or RPS) on F is a pair (S, G), where: 
(1) S is a system of n equations: S : G,(C) = ti V i = 1, . . . , n ti E M(F v @, V). 
(2) G is an element of the set @ = {G1,. . . , 6,) of function variables and 
represents the “main procedure” of the program. 
The algebraic semantics associates with (S, G) a context-free tree grammar 3(S) 
having rules: Gi (u’) + t; + f2 for i = 1, . . . , n. 
We need now some notations. For r(C) = t(vl, . . . , v,,) in M(F u @, V) and 
? = (t’l, . . . , tk) in M(F LB@, V)“, let t( ?/iQ denote the tree obtained by substituting 
ti to each occurrence of vi in t(O). A tree t in M(F u @, V) is said to be macroex- 
panded [9] in t” according to S, and we write t 5 t”, if t” is obtained by replacing 
simultaneously one or more subtrees Gi( ?) of t by ti( T/u’). t is said to be rewritten 
[ 191 in t”, and we write t -% t”, if either t -% t” or t” is obtained from t by replacing 
one or more subtrees Gi( ?) of t by 0. When no confusion can arise, S and Sa are 
omitted. A derivation sequence 
of 3(S) is also called a computation sequence of S, and the notation is t1 (‘,‘c tP or 
Z’ z tP when p needs not be known. 
For t in M(F u @, t’), the forest L(S, t) = {t’~ M(F, V) 1 t A t’} generated by s(S) 
with axiom t is a directed subset of M(F, V) (see [19] for details): recall that A is 
directed if any two elements of A have an upper bound in A. We will usually consider 
L(S, G(o’)) which we shorten in L(S, G). L(S, G), being directed, has a least upper 
bound which is an element T(S, G) of M”(F, V)- the ideal completion [S] of 
M(F, V) or, more intuitively, the set of infinite well-formed trees on F u V [7]. 
L(S, G) represents the partial computations of (S, G) or the finite approximations of 
US, G). 
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Example 2. Let (S, G) be the RPS: 
S : G(v) = gh ah G(P(v)))) 
then: 
US, G) = WY giv, ah W), gh ah g(pW, dpW, W)N, . . J 
and 
= lub{r 1 tE L(S, G)). 
We can now define the semantics of RPS’s. Let us recall that a cpo [18] is a set Dl, 
ordered by sr, having a least element O, and such that every directed subset has a lub. 
A continuous F-algebra is a cpo together with, for each f in F, a total and continuous 
(i.e. preserving lub’s of directed subsets) function fr from Df(” into Dl and such that 
o = &. An interpretation I of F is a continuous F-algebra. Then, clearly, I uniquely 
extends to the free F-algebras M(F, V) and M”(F, V), and the function (S, G)l 
computed by scheme (S, G) under interpretation I is defined by: 
(S, G)I = T(S, G)I = lub{tl 1 t -c T(S, G)) = Wtr 1 tE L(S, G)). 
The tl:s are continuous, hence so is (S, G)I. Nivat [19] proved that this definition 
coincides with the fixpoint semantics of [21]. 
Let D be an ordered set; a chain of D is a totally ordered sequence dl s d2 s l l 9 s 
d,, s l l l of elements of D; the length of a chain is the cardinality of 
M, 4,. . .3 d ,,, . . .}; the height ht(D) of D is the lub of the lengths of the chains of D. 
For n in N let %,, be the following class of interpretations: 
%,, ={IIht(D+n}. 
The most usual is the class %2 = 9 of discrete interpretations; equivalently, I is 
discrete if sr satisfies d <Id’ e d = d’ or d = O. The importance of discrete inter- 
pretations tems from the fact that their order models the relation ‘“to be less defined 
than” between partial functions in the more easily workable framework of total 
functions with w representing the undefined. 
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Example 2 (continued). Let I be the discrete interpretation with domain Dr = 
NV(W) and: 
PI(~) = if n > 0 then n - 1 else O, 
a~(n,m)=if(n#wandm#o)thenn+melsew, 
gl(n, m) = if n = o then o else if n = 0 then 0 else m, 
then: 
(S, G)I = if n = w then o else $ n(n + 1) 
and (S, G)r is the least fixpoint of the functional 7 defined on N by: 
r(H)(n)=ifn=OthenOelsen+H(n-1). 
3. Equivalences ofRPSs 
Let .% denote the class of all interpretations. Two RPS’s (S, G) and (S’, G’) are said 
to be equivalent - notation (S, G) = (S’, G’) - if they compute the same function for 
every interpretation in 9. In the last section we characterized an RPS by an infinite 
tree so that: 
(S, G) = (S’, G’) e T(S, G) = T(S’, G’). 
However, this equivalence is too exacting for practical purposes; one has usually to 
consider equivalences under conditions (Definition 1): e.g. f(u, f (v, w)) and 
f( f (w, v), u) are equivalent under the condition that f be a commutative law. 
Moreover, since practically we can deal only with finite objects, these equivalences 
between RPS’s, in order to be manageable (for automatic program transformation 
for instance [6l), must be characterizable by means of the finite approximations of the 
RPS’s (Definition 2). This indeed is the case for equivalences under usual conditions 
(Theorems 1,2) and leads to decidability results (Corollary 2 of Theorem 2, Theorem 
6). 
Let % be a class of interpretations; two RPS’s are %-equivalent if they compute the 
same function for every interpretation I in %‘. In terms of infinite trees this leads us to: 
Definitiorr- L Let T, T’E M”(F, V) then 
Ts,T’cNk% TpqT;, 
T is said to be %-smaller than T’ in the first case and C-equivalent to T’ in the second 
case. 
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Clearly, T =s T’ if and only if T s v T’ and T’ <% T. Hence we will mostly consider 
+. NUW, (S, G)sg (S’, G’) if and only if T(S, G) s,T(S’, G’) and similarly for 
(S, G) =x (S’, G’). 
These relations are messy to deal with because of the universal quantification on I, 
and of the manipulation of infinite objects. Hence we shall: 
(1) Study classes of interpretations uch that every relation between any two 
infinite trees is deducible from similar relations between the finite trees which 
approximate them. These are exactly the classes for which we can hope to prove any 
relations between RPS’s by computation induction. 
(2) For such a class, we will have to characterize sg and =q in a syntactic way, 
independent of the universal quantification on I. This will then enable us to prove 
relations between RPS’s by formal computations only, regardless of any inter- 
pretation. 
Definition 2. % is algebraic if for every f in M(F, V) and T’ in M”(F, V): 
A congruence C on M(F, V) is here an equivalence relation compatible with the 
algebraic structure and substitution closed (i.e. t(6) =ct’(o‘) * t( ?‘) =ct’( ?‘)). 
By constructing auniversal interpretation, we can prove [7,14]. 
Theorem 1. Let C be a congruence on M(F, V) and 
% = {Ilt ==J=$ tl = tr) then 
( 1) %’ is algebraic, 
(2) OR M(F, V), 6% is the transitive closure + of (=c v x). 
Corollary. The class 9 of all interpretations is algebraic, and, on M(F, V): 
However, <‘G and scG are usually unsolvable, even on M (F, V), since =‘;6 is 
equivalent o the word problem. On the other hand, we have [8,14): 
Theorem 2. Let C be a congruence on M(F, V) and 
% n.c ={IE%,,It=ct'*t, =ti}, 
then %,,,, is algebraic. 
Corollary l.%, is algebraic for every n in N. 
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Corollary 2. Let C be a congruence on M(F, V) generated by a set of axioms which do 
not involve any symbol of rank 0 of F other than 0. Then s s,,= and = w_ are solvable 
on M(F, V). 
Under the hypothesis of Corollary 2, the relation cCgn,c is characterized by a 
first-order sentence the validity of which is solvable [2]. Unfortunately, this does not 
lead to any decision algorithm, whereas a direct method gives a straightforward 
algorithm to decide whether t +” t’. It is based on the existence of a finite class 
9~ wfi, such that t swm t’ * t +t’ [13]. Let us sketch the idea of it: 
Algorithm 1. 
(1) Construct the smallest subset S of M(F, V) which contains t, t’, all the 
subterms of its elements, as well as their lub’s and glb’s, and is an ideal (i.e. 
t-a’ES*tES). 
(2) Construct all the smallest equivalences = on S which are: 
(i) compatible with the algebraic structure; 
(ii) compatible with the order x in the sense that 
(iii) generated by a set of axioms A c {(t, t’) 1 t< t’ E S}; 
(iv) such that S/==, ordered by </=, can be embedded in an F-algebra of %&. 
(3) Stop as soon as = is found such that (not (t d/ = t’)): then (not (t c gn t’)); if none 
is found, then t +, t’. 
The only difficult point is 2(iv), for which one must construct an I of %‘, extending 
s/a. 
This method cannot extend to decide G Sm.=, because S (now defined with respect o 
+) is no more finite. Moreover, the solvability of =+ on M(F, V) does not imply its 
solvability on M”(F, V): the class 5& of discrete interpretations with a special symbol 
interpreted as a total conditional satisfies the hypot’nesis of Corollary 2 (see [ 111) but 
~9, is unsolvable on M”(F, V) (see [16]). 
4. An optimization result 
In this section, we extend a code optimizing transformation, which is called 
“topological” in [ 11, because it depends only upon the structure of the program. We 
therefore prefer to call it syntactic in our framework. Some symbols in an RPS, 
because of the nesting of loops or recursive calls, may never be macroexpanded to 
appear in the result of a terminating computation. Such occurrences of symbols are 
dead or useless, and lead only to loops in the computations of the scheme. Let us first 
consider an example. 
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Example 3. Let (S, G) be the scheme: 
S : Gh v) = g(u, G(P(u), I;b, ,u))) 
which is associated with the famed program [Ml: 
G(u, v) = if u = 0, then 0, else G(u - 1, G(u, v)) 
clearly, 
L(S, G) = (0, g(u, a), g(u, g(p(u), a)), gb, g(p(u), g(P*(u!; fl)h 9 . l )- 
Hence the underlined symbols are useless in S, since they give nothing in t(S, G) and 
do not appear in the result of any terminating computation sequence for (S, G) under 
some interpretation I. We thus replace them by a and obtain (S’, G), &equivalent to 
(S, G): 
S’: G(u, 4 = g(u, G(p(u), 0)) 
now, v does not appear in the right-hand side, and can be suppressed. Finally, (S, G) 
is &equivalent to the reduced (S, G): 
s: G(u) = du, G(pW). 
Let us note a worthwhile improvement in reducing (S, G) into (S, G): the former 
loops when evaluated by call-by-value, whereas the latter no more does so. Such 
loops, due to parameter passing mechanism, will be suppressed by our process of 
removing useless ymbols (cf. Proposition 4). 
Let us recall that, for any t in M(F u @, V), L(S, t) can be generated using the 
parallel-outermost ubstitution rule [9,23]. This rule macroexpands at each step all 
occurrences of symbols of @ with no ancestors in @. It corresponds to ALGOL’s 
“call-by-name”. For instance, G(u, v) can be successively macroexpanded and 
rewritten according to S as: 
G(u, v)+gb, W(u), G(u, VU) 
+ du, g(p(u), G( ~~(4, G(pW G(u, v))))) 
+ &Au, dP(Uh m. 
In the sequel, all our macroexpansions will be done according to the parallel- 
outermost rule unless otherwise specified. We need first recall Rosen’s [20] 
representation of the set of root to leaf paths in a tree. 
Definition 3. Let A and A0 be the following alphabets, and A’ = A u Ao. 
A()= Vu{scFu@Ir(s)=O}, 
A = {(s, i) 1 s E: F u @, 1~ i < r(S)}. 
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For every t in M(F v @, V) and s in F v @ v V, the set Q(s, t) of occurrences of s in t 
is the subset of A* inductively defined by: 
(i) if t EAT 
O(s, t) = 0 if s # t, 
O(r, t) = 1 (the empty word). 
(ii) otherwise, t = f(tl, . . ., t& fEFu@, r(f)al, and 
r(f) 
O(S, 0 = 0 u U <fi ~W(S, ti) with 0 = 
i _= 1 ( 
1 if s = j, 
0 otherwise 
. 
Let 00) = UseFuguV O(s, t) be the set of all occurrences in t. The set P(t) of root to 
leaf paths of t is obtained by concatenating to each occurrence of a symbol s of rank 0 
in t symbol s, i.e. 
P(t) = u O(s, t)s c A’*. 
For instance, let t = g(u, G(p(u), a)), i.e. 
P\ t = II G 
I\’ 
P Q 
tt 
then 
Oh, 0 = kc, 11, fg, 2)(G 1); p, 1 )I, 
P(t) = Oh, t)u 4(g, NG, 2)W. 
Definition 4. Let S be a system of recursive equations, t an element of M(F u CD, V) 
and o an occurrence of a symbcl other than 0 in t. o is useless in t under S if the 
subtree of t with root o can be replaced by 0 without changing L(S, t). 
The reader can easily check the following three results. 
Corollary I. If o is useless in t, then so are all its descendants. 
The converse is false as shown by the following example. Let S : G(v) = f(a, G(v)), 
then v is useless in G(v) but not G. 
Corollary 2. vi is useless in H( 6) under S if and only if for any t in L(S, H), vi has no 
occurrences in t. 
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Proposition 1. Let vi be useless in H(C) under S. Let S’ be the scheme obtained from S 
bY 
(1) replacingall subterms H(tl, . . . , ti-1, ti, ti+l, . . . , trtHj j in the right-hand sides of 
the equations of S by H(tl, . . . , ti-1, ti+l, . . . , tr& 
(2) replacing equation H(vl 9.*.9 Vi-19 Vi9 Vi+19 l l l 9 b(H))= t bY 
H(vI, 9 l l 9 Vi-l, Vi+l, l 9 9 3 G(H)) = t’ where t’ is deduced from t by substituting 0’s to all 
occurrences of vi which remain after substitution 1 is performed and making the 
subsequent renumbering of variables. 
Then, for every G in @, (S, G) = (S’, G’). 
To make the notion of usefulness more manageable, we need the notion of “copy” 
of an occurrence. Consider for instance the scheme S: G(v) = f(v, G(h(v))). When 
procedure G is called, G(x) will be macroexpanded according to scheme S, and 
actual parameter x will be substituted to v in two places, resulting in two copies. 
Keeping track of such substitutions will enable us to detect useless parameters. 
Definition 5. Let t 
s,, 
+ t’; an occurrence o’ in t’ is an immediate S-copy of occurrence 
o in t if one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) 0 = o’, 
(ii) o = Ol(Gi, j)oz and o’ is obtained by replacing (Gi, j) in o by a word in 
O(Vi, ti), i.e. 0' E OlO(Vj, ti)Oz, 
(iii) t’ is deduced from t by applying rule Gi( V’) + 0 and o’ is the or occurrence of J2 
in t’. 
o’ is an S-copy of o if there exists a finite sequence o = 01,02, . . . , o,, = o’ each term 
of which is an immediate S-copy of its predecessor. 
S being usually clear by the context, the prefix S will be omitted. 
For instance, let (S, G) be as in Example 3, t = g(u, G@(u))) t’= g(u, ~2) and 
t” = g(u, g(p(v), 0)). For o = (g, 2), o’ = o is a copy of o in t’ and t”. I% o = 
(g, 2)(G, l)(p, l), o’ = (g, 2)(g, i)(p, 1) is a copy of o in t”. 
We now obtain trivially: 
Proposition 2. o is useless in t under S if and only if for every t’ in L(S, t) the only copies 
of 0 in t’ are occurrences of 0. 
Before stating the main result of this section, which gives an effective way to 
optimize program schemes by suppressing all useless occurrences, let US make a few 
comments on the notion of useless occurrence. 
Let us note that the notion of useless occurrence is different from the one of hope- 
less node [9,20]: the latter is relative to a given tree t, whereas the former takes into 
account all the trees obtained from t by successive rewritings. For instance, let S be 
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defined by G(u) =f(a, G(G(o))) = t, then occurrence (f, 2) of G in t is hopeless but 
useful. However, a hopeless scheme (S, G) is such that L(S, G) = {n), hence G is 
useless in G(6). 
Let us remark now that an occurrence o is useless if and only if it will never be 
macroexpanded using the parallel-outermost substitution rule; this will occur if it is 
impossible to macroexpand all the ancestors of 0 which belong to @. Thus, by 
macroexpanding ancestors of o long enough, two identical macroexpansions will 
take place, leading to a loop before o has had a chance to be macroexpanded. To 
recognize this state of things, we describe the recursive history of the sequence of 
macroexpansions by a grammar R(S) associated with S. R(S) characterizes all the 
macroexpansions done in the tis and their effects on all the parameters v$; we then 
use R(S) to decide whether an occurrence is useful in a term. 
Let ri be the morphism of A’* (cf. Definition 3) into A$ = {G, i) 1 G E @, 1 s i s 
r(G)}*, which is the identity on A* and maps all other symbols of A’ onto the empty 
word 1. For p in A’*, ri is called the recursive image of p. 
Let R(S) be the context-free grammar with non-terminals Aa, no terminals (the 
terminal alphabet is empty), and productions: (Gi, j) + ri(G(vj, ti)) where, for each 
(Gi, j) E A* Zi is the right-hand side of the equation defining Gi. 
Example 4. Let S be the following system: 
G 
s: / \ 
r1 t-2 
f 
1’ \ 
f 
/\ 
= (‘2 .f 
/ 
H 
/\ 
Q K 
L’ 2 
G 
K= /\ 
K Q 
G 
/\ 
i-i /\ = 7 G / 
L'l c2 H 02 
/\ 
c2 c* 
\ 
Cl 
For instance, the recursive image of path p = (G, l)(b, l)(H, 2)~~ of the right-hand 
side of equation defining H is (G, l)(H, 2). The grammar R(S) associated with S is 
defined by: 
[ (G 1)4H, 2) 
R(S) (G 2)* 1 +(H 1) 
W, l)+(G, MH, 2)+(G, 2)G 2) 
(w, 2)+(G, 1W I)+@, NG, 1) 
The reader has probably noticed that we did not care about the function variables 
of rank 0. Since they are inherently nonrecursive, they will automatically take care of 
themselves during our simplification process without causing any trouble. 
We can now give an algorithm which suppresses all useless occurrences in an RPS 
(S, G); let S: Gi(fi) = ti, i = 1, . . . , n. 
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Algorithm 2. 
(1) Suppress useless equations. 
(1.1) Construct a set 8 = {& Gi E @} of boolean variables and the system B of 
boolean implications: 
if ti = f (i) for some f in F, 
if ti = Gj( r’) for some Gi in @. 
Let hue = lub 6i. For every E? in 6 - &,e, suppress the equation defining H and 
replace each occurrence of H in S by 0. If G E 6 - 6-, replace S by S’ : G = $2. 
(1.2) Suppress equations defining function symbols which are not called by G and 
do not appear in the sequence of macroexpansions of G(O). 
(2) Find out the useless variables in the H(u’)‘s. 
(2.1) Construct the context-free grammar R(S) having rules: 
(2.2) Determine the set of useful non terminals of this grammar by the following 
classical algorithm: construct an increasing sequence of subsets of Aa such that: 
Ao={v!v+l}, 
A* r+l =Aiu(vIv+WEAf). 
Let A, be the first A, such that A,,+1 = A,,, then Aa - A, is the set of useless variables 
of R(S). 
(3) Suppress useless ubterms. 
(3.1) If vi is useless in H(8) replace all subterms H(tl, . . . , ti-1, ti, ti+l, . . . , tr& 
in the right-hand sides of the equations of S by H(tl, . . . , ti-1, ti+l, . . . , tr(uJ, remove 
the ith variable of H and subtract 1 from the rank of H. 
(3.2) Repeat 3 until there are no more useless Q’S in the H(O)‘s for H in @. 
(4) Apply step (1) once to suppress useless equations which may have appeared in
this process. 
Theorem 3. Let (S, G) be an RPS and (S’, G) be obtained from (S, G) by algorithm 2, 
then 
(i) (S’, G) is &equivalent o (S, G); 
(ii) (S’, G) has no useless occurrences ; 
(iii) the number of macroexpansions eeded to develop all the symbols in S’ is 
bounded: i.e. there exists an n such that, if G’( 8) is rewritten in t’ E M(F, V) after at 
least n macroexpansions according to S’, then all the symbols of S’ appear in t’. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. This proof will consist in five lemmas which assert he validity of 
the transformations performed in Algorithm 2. 
Lemma 1. Let (S, G) be an RPS with function ticrriables @* Step (1) of Algorithm 2, 
when applied to (S, G), yields (&, G), with function variables @I c @, and such that: 
(1) either S1: G = 0 = T(S, G), 
(2) or V H E @I, T(S, H) = WI, H) ic 0. 
This is clear since step (1) of Algorithm 2 is an improvement of the well-known 
[20,23] process which detects whether a function variable is useful by macroex- 
panding it n + 1 times. 
To verify zhe validity of steps (2) and (3), let us remark first that the parallel- 
outermost macroexpansions according to S are in a one-to-one correspondence with 
the leftmost derivations of R(S). More formally: 
Lemma 2. Let t be in M(F v @, V) and o be an occurrence in t 
(i) ift is macroexpanded in t’ in n steps, and o’ E G(t’) is a copy of o, then there exists 
a leftmost derivation of R(S), ri(o) + ri(o’) ‘of length at most n. 
(ii) conversely, let WE A$ be obtained from ri(o) in a leftmost derivation of R (S) of 
length n : by n macroexpansions oft we shall obtain t’ such that there is a copy o’ of o in 
t’ with w = ri(o’). 
The proof is by induction of n. 
Corollary. 0’ is a copy of 0 _1 ri(0) R(S)* - ri(0’). 
We now need three lemmas to achieve the proof of Theorem 3. The notations for 
these lemmas and the subsequent propositions will be the following: S is a scheme 
such that for no G in @ T(S, G) = 0 (by Lemma 1 there is no loss of generality in this 
hypothesis); t is a term in M(F u Qi, V), o is an occurrence in t and w = ri(o); for w in 
A$, L(R(S), w) is the language generated by R(S) with axiom w. 
Lemma 3. o useless e L(R(S), w) = 0 CII L(R(S), W) # 1. 
Proof. Clearly, if o has no ancestors in @, o is useful in t, and L(R(S), w) = w = 
ri(o) = 1, Let us suppose now that 1 # w E (@ x (1, . . . , n})‘. We obtain the 
equivalences: 
0 useless e for every parallel-outermost macroexpansion t ‘* + t’, every 
copy o’ of o in t’ has ancestors in @. 
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e for every parallel-outermost macroexpansion t 3 t’ and 
every occurrence 0’ of 0 in t’, 1 # ri(o’)E (@ X(1,. . . ,n})+ 
e for every leftmost derivation w Rs w’, w’ # 1 
eL(R(S), w)=D#l. 
Lemma 8. Let w = (Gil, il) 9 l l (Gik, ik). Then 
o useless e 3 m E (1,. . . , k} L@(S), (Gi,,,, i,,,)) 4. 
Lemma 4 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3. Its intuitive meaning is that 
an occurrence is useless if it is in position of useless variable with respect o one of its 
ancestors belonging to Q). 
Lemma 5. Let (G, i)~ @x(1,. . . , n}, then 
(i) Ui is useless in G(C) e L(R(S), (G, i)) ~0, 
(ii) 3 m E N such that: L(R(S), (G, i)) = 0 * the empty word cannot be derived in 
less than m steps from ((3, i). 
Proof. (i) is an instance of Lemma 4. 
(ii) is classical [l]. Let p be the maximal length of the right-hand sides of the 
productions of R(S). Then if (G, i) can derive the empty word in R(S), it can do so in 
less than m = 1 + p + 9 l 9 + p” r(G)_ * ’ steps. 
Lemmas 2 to 5 clearly imply the following proposition. 
Proposition 3. Let S be a system of recursive equations and o an occirrrence in a term 
t E M(F v @, V). We can: 
(i) decide whether o is useless in t, 
(ii) if o is useful in t, bound the rrumber of macroexpansions needed to have a copy of 
0 appear in a term of L(S, t). 
Now, only point (ii) of Theorem 3 remains to be verified. If L(S, G) = {a}, the21 
trivially (S, G) = (S’, G) where (S’, G) is defined by S’ : G = $2. Otherwise, let (S’, G) 
be the RPS obtained from (S, G) by suppressing all useless variables and useless 
equations (those defining function variables never called by G), then by Lemma 4 
and Proposition 1, (S, G) = (9, G), and (S’, G) has no useless occurrences. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is thus completed. 
Let us notice a few points about Theorem 3 and Algorithm 2. 
The bound nz of Lemma 5(ii) can be improved by taking account of the results of 
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Algorithm 2: it is smaller than (where e is the first n such that A, = &+I, cf. 
Algorithm 2 step (2.2)): 
1+ i ir {SUPlWill vi + wi, vi E Ai, wi E AEl}. 
Now let ri(P(r)> be the set of recursive images of root to leaf paths of t and*P,(t) be 
the length of the greatest word in ri(P(t)). The bound of Proposition 3(ii) is m x p,(t). 
(2) A more direct approach can lead to the same algorithm in a simpler way ([ 121 
and W. Wadge, personal communication) but it does not extend quite so easily to 
prove Proposition 5 and to give the upper bounds of Proposition 7 and Theorem 
3(iii). 
Finally, we obtain as an immediate consequence of Lemma 2: 
Proposition 4. Let vi be useless in Gi( 6) and such that: 
(i) (Gi, j) has an infinite derivation sequence (Gi, j) + w I+ w2 + l l l , 
(ii) 3 no V n 2 no, w,, has length at least 2. 
Then for any c macroexpansions of Gi( i) using the parallel-innermost (or call-by- 
value) substitution rule will loop. 
Recall that a computation sequence is said to loop if there is an occurrence of a G 
in Qi which never gets macroexpanded. The removal of useless v;s will thus suppress 
some of these loops. 
We apply now the previous algorithm to Example 4. 
Example 4 (continued). 
which generate only a. 
(2) We easily obtain: 
Ao = {(G, 2% 
(1) Step (1) is trivial since there are no function variables 
AI = {(G, 3, (H, 1)) = AZ- 
Hence, 01 is useless in G( 6) and 02 is useless in H (fi). 
(3) We apply step (3) twrce and suppress the useless equation defining K to obtain 
(S’, G), which has no useless occurrence and satisfies (S’, G) = (S, G) 
f 
/\ 
f 1 
G /\ H 7 
S’ : I = 1’ $ I =G 
1’ /\ 1’ I 
r B c 
a I‘ 
(S’, G) can be trivially simplified in: S”: G(v) = f (f (v, f (G2(a), G2( v))), v)* Let o be 
an occurrence in a term t, ri(o) = w its recursive image and 1 w 1 the length of w. The 
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bound m of Lemma 5 is here 3; hence, if o is useful, it will appear with less than 31 w 1 
macroexpansions. 
In the case where (S, G) is a non recursive iterative scheme, the reduced (S’, G) 
constructed by our method is slightly simpler than the one obtained by applying the 
algorithm of removal of useless tatements of [1] (cf. [12]). 
But usually, after we have simplified an RPS by the previous algorithm, we will 
restrict our attention to classes of interpretations where the base functions satisfy 
some algebraic onditions. Because of these conditions, variables which were useful 
in the original RPS will become useless with respect o the interpretations considered 
and new loops may surge. For instance let (S, G) be the scheme: S: G(u) = 
g(v, G(v), a). It has no useless occurrences. However, if g is interpreted as a 
conditional - or test [ 1 l] - i.e. g(x, y, z) = if p(x) then y else t, then g satisfies 
condition C: g(u, g(u, v, w), t) = g(u, v, t) and the (g, 2) occurrence of G becomes 
useless and gives a loop. 
Theorem 3 ancl the resulting algorithm can be generalized and applied to classes % 
of interpretations defined by compatibility with algebraic conditions expressed as 
congruences. We will construct for every (S, G) a %-equivalent (S’, G) with less 
useless occurrences. We first generalize ihe notion of copy ‘to congruences by 
considering a congruence as a term-rewriting system. 
Let C be a congruence on M(F, V), t, t’ E M(F u @, V) with t Ct’, s a symbol in 
F u Q, u V and o (resp. 0’) an occurrence of s in t (resp. I’). o’ is C-copy of o if one of 
the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) 0 = o’, 
(ii) t C t’ is an axiom of C and o and o’ are occurrences of the same symbol of rank 
0. 
(iii) t = to( ?‘) and o = 00 oi, 00 E 0( vi, t( u’)), oi E O(fr) with 
- either t’ = r:,( ?‘) and t&Q C $( 6), o’ = O:jOi where 0:) is a C-copy of o(~, 
-or f’ = fo( ?“) and ?’ C ?“, o’ = 000: where 01 is a C-copy of Oi. 
(iv) There are sequences t = tl CfZ C l 9 l Ct,, = t’ and o = ol, 02, . . . , o,, = o’ such 
that each Oi is a C-COPY of Oi -1. 
We then obtain easily: 
Lemma 6. Let t, t’ E M (F v @, V) with t C t’ and o an occurrence of a symbols in t such 
that at least one of the conditions ri(o) # 1 or s E # v (s 1 r(s) = Q} holds. T11ere xists a 
set 0’ (possibly empty) of occurrences o’ of s in t’, which are C-copies of o and verify: 
ri(0’) is a left facfor of ri(0). 
An occurrence o of a symbol s other than J2 is useless in t under S and C if it 
satisfies the equivalent conditions: 
(i) It can be replaced by 0 without changing 
L&S, f) = {f”I f” Cf’E L(S, t)} 
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(ii) V t’ E L(S, t), 3 t”~ M(F, V): t” C t’ and all S-copies of o in t’ which are 
different from 0 do not have C-copies in t” (i.e. 0’ defined in Lemma 6 is empty). 
S, C and t, usually clear by the context, will be omitted. 
For instance let o in t be such that for every t’ in L(S, t) there exists t”, t” C t’ and in 
which all C-copies of S-copies of o have an ancestor in @, then o is useless. 
We now extend Theorem 3 to take in account the algebraic conditions on base 
functions when removing useless ymbols. We can no more find out globally all the 
useless variables by means of a context-free grammar; but we will determine for each 
(H, i) in A* whether ui is useful in H(0). 
We consider here a restricted class of algebraic onditions because the general case 
requires a treatment that would increase too much the size of this paper. The 
notations for the remainder of this section are the following: C is a congruence on 
M(F, V) which is generated by a set of rules t C’i t’ where t and t’ are either symbols of 
rank 0 of F u V, or terms f(rfi), where f is in F and vii is a vector of symbols of rank 0. 
Proposition 5. Let % = {I 1 tC t’ * tf = t;> be the family of interpretations compatible 
with C. There is an algorithm which constructs for each (S, G) a %-equivalent (S’, G) 
having less useless occurrences than (S, G). 
Proof.‘We choose for each t in M(F u @, V) appearing in our computations an 
element t’ of its class tnodulo C; if possible, the minimal t’ should be chosen. The 
algorithm is then similar to the one in Theorem 3. 
Algorithm 3. 
(1) Suppress the H’s in Q) for which there is a condition implying (S, H) =&. For 
this, macroexpand H( 8); let tl be the result of this macroexpansion and ti the chosen 
element in the class of tl : r;uppose ti is obtained from tl by applying instances of rules 
Gl, . . . , C1k of C, in that order; repeat the process by macroexpanding and 
simplifying ti ; let 
be the resulting sequence. If all t; ‘s have their root in @, then two among them, ti and 
ti+j will have the same root; if the sequence of macroexpansions and C-reductions 
applied between ti and t i+j can be repeated identically between ti+j and ti+zj, then 
(S, H) =&2. We shall need at most 2 card(@) macroexpansions. 
(2) Find out the useless variables in the H( 0)‘s. For this, form the sequences tiand 
t: as in (1) and arrange the ri(O(uj, t:))‘s in a tree (this is possible by Lemma 6 if the 
t“s are judiciously chosen): ri(o’) is a successor of ri(o) if o E O(vj, t:), O’E O(vj, t:+l) 
and o’ is a C-copy of an S-copy of o in ti+l. Stop a path as soon as 
(i) either a label ri(o) = 1 is found (vi is then useful in H(g)), 
(ii) or a (G, k) (coming from ti) has been rewritten as w(G, k)w’ (coming from 
tI+d on this path. 
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If all paths are of type (ii), and for each such path the sequence ofmacroexpansions 
and C-reductions from t: to t:+, is identically repeated from ?:+I to &+*I, then vi is 
useless in H(O). 
(3) Remove all useless variables in the same way as in Proposition 1. 
(4) Possibly replace equation H( u’) = t of S by H(O) = ti if one of the t: ‘s is simpler 
(for instance shorter) than t. 
This process will provide us with (S’, G) %-equivalent to (S, G). The proof is 
similar to the one of Theorem 3 in consideration of the following trivial remark: 
let (S, G) be an RPS and t, t’~ M(F u @, V) with G(o’) A t Cf’, then 
(S, G) =% (S’, G) where S’ is deduced from S by replacing the equation defining G by 
G(O) = t’. 
Example 5. Let us resume Example 1. P corresponds to the scheme (S, G): 
G(v) = WI, 4, 
S: H(i, v) = g(i, H(i, b(v, c(v))), K(i, v)), 
K(i, v)=m l 9 . 
We interpret g as a conditional testing whether i is null, hence all the interpretations 
we consider are contained in the family Ce of interpretations compatible with the 
congruence C generated by the axiom C : g(r, u, v) = u. We conclude immediately 
that (S, G) = ie.R since, with the notations of Proposition 5: 
G(v) *H(w)=t~=t; ‘wz=g(z,H(z,b(v,c(v))),K(z,v))Ct; 
= Wz, b(v, c(v))) ’ - t3 = g(z, Hk, bbn, c(m))), Kk, m)) Ct; 
= Hk bh, c(m))) 
(where m = b(v, c(v))). 
Hence (S, G) is a fortiori equivalent o 0 for all the interpretations we consider. 
We can, however, no longer assert hat S’ has no useless ymbol since we took into 
account: 
(1) but one element of the C-class of each t and this C-class will usually have more 
than one element (cf. Theorem 4), or may be unsolvable (cf. Section 3). 
(2) the rules of C such that 0 does not appear on both sides of the rule. 
Consider for instance the class 9 of “strict” interpretations where a base function 
is undefined as soon as one of its arguments is undefined and which is characterized 
by the congruence C: 
V~EF Vi=1 ,..., r(f) f(v1,-..,Vi-,,~,~i+l,~=~,vr(f))=n. 
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Then every RPS such that T(S, G) is infinite is %equivalent to 0 which is not 
obtained by the herein algorithm (see also Theorem 6, Section 5). 
Nevertheless, the algorithm of Proposition 5 will succeed in removing all useless 
symbols when the congruence C has a Church-Rosser like property. 
We need first recall some terminology. Let s be a rewriting system. A term t is 
R-reduced if there is no t’ such that t z t’. 5 has the weak Church-Rosser 
property when, for ti:ach t9 if t s t’, t s t” and t’ and t” are both R-reduced, then 
t’ = t”; t’ is then called the normal form of t. We leave it to the reader to check the 
Lemma 7. Let Cbe a congruence onM(F, V) wch that each C-class of an element in 
M(F u #, V) has a unique minimal element (for some ordering, e.g. length, or x). 
Then for every scheme S, the rewriting system generated by 3 and C has the weak 
Church-Rosser property. 
Consequently, we obtain: 
Proposition 6. Let C be a congruence on M(F, V) such that: 
(i) C has a system of axioms without any occurrence of symbols of rank 0 of F. 
(ii) The C-classes of elements of M(F v @, V) have minimal elements. 
Then the RPS, constructed by the algorithm of Proposition 5, has no useless 
occuwence. 
The congruences which can be considered as rewriting systems having 
Church-Rosser property satisfy hypothesis (ii) of Proposition 6. Hence for 
the weak 
instance: 
Corollary. Let Ce be the family of interpretations where some binary base function 
symbols are interpreted as associative - or associative and commutative - operators ; we 
can construct for each (S, G) a %-equivalent (S’, G) without useless occurrence. 
We finally state a technical generalization f Theorem 3, which will be useful in the 
next section. Let t be an element of M(F u @, V) and o an occurrence of a symbol s 
in t. The number n(0) of the node of t labeled by occurrence oof s is the image of o by 
the alphabetic morphism A* 3 N* defined by: n ((f, i)) = i V f E F u @. o is said to be 
on the left (right) of o’ if n(o) < n(o’) (n (0) > n (0’)) for the alphabetic ordering on N* 
and n(o) (12(0’)) is not a left factor of n(o’) (n(o)). 
Proposition 2. Let (S, G) be an RPS, we can effectively find the set of Ot of occurrences 
of symbols of F v V which have an S-copy on the left of the leftmost occurrence ofIn in 
a t’ E L(S, t). Moreover there is a bcund nt such that if t is rewritten in t,, after n Z= nl 
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macroexpansions, then all occurrences of 0, have an S-copy on the left of the leftmost 0 
oft,,. The same holds replacing “left” by “right”. 
Sketch of proof. We can suppose without loss of generality that (S, G) is reduced by 
Theorem 3 and such that V H E a, L(S, H) is infinite. We construct a grammar 
RI(S) such that, for an occurrence owith ancestors and no descendants in@: o has an 
S-copy on the left of the leftmost fi in a t’E L(S, t) e L&(S), ri(o)) = 1). The proof 
is similar to the one of Theorem 3. Let us construct Rl(S’) for the RPS (S’, G) of 
Example 4. We shorten the (G, i)‘s in G since i = r(H) = r(G) = 1; notice that we 
must now distinguish between the two occurrences of H in the right-hand side of the 
equation defining G. Thus: 
R,(S’):G+l+H, H+GG, %I% 
For instance, the occurrences (f, l)(f, I), (fi l)(f, 2)(f, UH of 
f(f(u, f(H(a), H(V))), v) haves-copieson the leftof the leftmost fi ina tk L(S’, G). 
nl=3andn,-1. 
The symbols a, v (resp. v) of F u V have copies on the left (resp. right) of the 
leftmost (resp. rightmost) O’s in L(S’, G). Equivalently we can say here that a and v 
have copies on the left of the leftmost infinite path of T(S’, G). Whence the 
Corollary. Let (S, G) be an RPS; we cart find in a bounded number of steps the symbols 
of F v V which appear on the left (right) of the left- (right)most infinite path of T(S, G). 
-. 
In this section, we constructed for each RPS an equivalent one which is optimal in 
the sense that it contains no more useless ymbols. We apply this result in the next 
section to study the equivalence of RPS’s under simple and usual conditions. 
5. The associative discrete interpretations 
We now apply the preceding results to a particular class of interpretations. Let Fz 
be a set of binary symbols in F and &@ = (I 1 I is discrete and f, is associative for 
every f in Fz}. We shall first characterize = ,dp on finite terms (i.e. on M(F, V)). We 
prove that =d9 is a finitely generated congruence on M(F, V) and that every term in 
M(F, V) has a normal form module = --,dY. We finally study =.&? on infinite trees and 
show, using the simplification results of Section 4 and the particular features of s&B, 
that it is solvable on a subclass of &8. 
Let us first have a look at interpretations in &9. Let F2 = {f] and 9, be the family 
of discrete interpretations I such that: f,(x, y) = if x ED, then x” else y, where DI is a 
subset of 01 containing W. Then C& c ~2% 
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Associativity being an algebraic condition, .&3 can be defined by compatibility 
with a congruence relation, i.e. 
&B={I@IVt,t’EM(F, V) tC,t’+tr=t:} 
where C, is the congruence generated by: 
G: Vf EF2 f(u,f(v, w)) =f(f(u, 4, w). 
To shorten the notations, we shall suppose that F2 = u} and F = Fz u Fo, where the 
symbols of FO have rank 0. As C, does not involve the symbols of FO, we can identify, 
without loss of generality for our purposes, Fo- (0) to a subset of V. Each l of 
M(F, V) clearly has a normal form modulo Ca. Then, if we choose an infix notation 
and denote f by concatenation, thus writing uv instead of f(u, v), we can identify 
M(F, V) with the set {V, 0)’ of nonempty words on the alphabet V u {a}. 
We first construct an axiom system which will generate =.d~ on finite terms. 
Definition 6. Let C be the congruence generated on M(F, V) by Ca and the 
following axioms: for every 4.4, v in V: 
vm = VR, Lwv = no, vuv~ = vuL& 
guava = !?uvO, hv0 = LhN4Lk 
In the sequel C will be denoted by 5. 
lh4v = Lhv, 
Proposition 8. C is contained in =ds restricted to M( F, V). 
Proof. We have to show that, for every I in .49, t, t’ in M(F, V): t = t’ * tz = ti. It 
suffices to check this for the axioms generating C. The four axioms in the first row are 
satisfied by every discrete I, hence by every I in ~~29. Let us verify for instance: 
V I E a&B (l2unvl2)~ = (&h&2),. Let fl be denoted by 
prove that: V x, y E Dl oxoyo = oxyo. Let us investigate 
may occur. 
concatenation; we must 
the different cases which 
(1) ox=o(orbysymmetryyo=w) 
OXOYO = (woy)w = (wy)w = wxyw. 
(2) ox#w and yo#o. 
I being discrete: ox = yo = yx = z. Then 
oxwycc, = 202 = zwox = fox = zz = oxyo. 
That I satisfies the last axiom of C can be checked in a similar way. 
We now show that every term in M(F, V) has a C-reduced form. Recall that 
M(F, V) is identified to ( V u (0))‘. Let 5 be the rewriting system deduced from C 
by defining the C-reductions as follows: 170 5 HZ’ if HZ = m’ and I(m) s I(&) where 
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Z(m) denotes the length of m. Roughly, s applies rules of C from left to right. Each 
m clearly has a C-reduced form which is not unique because of axiom 0~00 = 
f2vuf2. But there are finitely many C-reduced forms m, of any m and they can be 
obtained in a finite number of steps, which makes them manageable. 
Theorem 4. Let C be as in Definition 6. Each m in M(F, V) has a C-reduced form m, 
such that m, = m and m, has one of the following four forms: 
(i) m, = J2 
(ii) m,=ul.--u,,nEN, 
(iii) m,=ul...u,~w~...wt,n,IEN, 
( ) iv m,=u~...u,~v~...v~~w~...wt,n,l~N,k~N-{0}, 
with fw every i, ui, vi, wi E V, and 
+f m, has form (iii) or (iv): u,,& (~1,.  . , u,,-I}, w1 &{wz, . . . , WI), 
-ifm,hasform (iv):tli,j,ifj~v~~V~,t)~~{~lr...r~n}U{W~,...r~~}. 
Obviously, any m is C reduced if and only if it has one of the forms (i) to (iv). 
We now describe sd9 on C-reduced terms. Together with Theorem 4 and 
Yroposition 8, this will lead to a characterization f sdg on M(F, V). 
Theorem 5. Let m, m’ E M(F, V) with m C-reduced. Then m +grn’ if and only if one 
of the following conditions holds :
(i) in has form (i), 
(ii) m has form (ii) and m’ = m, 
(iii) m has form (iii) and m’E 141 l l . 1c~(Vv{O})+n(Vu{f2})+w~ 9 . 9 wl, 
(iv) m has form (iv) and 
-eitherk+n+l~2andm’=u~...u,m”w~... w~,withm”~(V~(f2))*andVi= 
1 , . . . , k, vi appears in m”, 
-arm =flvRandm’~(Vv(&!))” v (Vu(n))*n((Vu(0))+)2. 
Proof. The four cases must be handled separately. Let us show for instance that, if m 
has form (ii), then m <darn’ e m = m’. 
- The “if” part is clear. To prove the “only if” part, let us consider the interpretation 
I defined as follows: Dt = V‘ u {o}, with the discrete ordering with least element o. 
V s, s’ E Dt ft (s, s’) = 
I 
ss’ ifs,s’eDf-(w)andmE V*ss’V*, 
0 otherwise. 
ft is associative, hence I is in J&!J. Choosing now the valuation V + DI, improperly 
denoted by I and defined by Q= v for every v in V, we have m <darn’* ml <em;. 
Hence, since ml = m E V’, m’ = m. 
The proof proceeds similarly with cases (iii) and (iv) by constructing a finite set SW 
I’s in J&B such that m ~9 m’ implies that m’ is of the form stated in the theorem 
(see [14] for details). 
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Corollary 1. When restricted to M(F, V), sda and =&a are solvable. 
It suffices to compare C-reduced terms and Theorem 5 gives a process for doing 
so. 
CoroIIary 2. When restricted to M(F, V), =dg is equal to the congruence C of 
Definition 6. 
Proof. By Proposition 8, C c =sJ~. The reverse inclusion follows from the fact that, 
for C-reduced m and m’, m =dgrn’ + m = m’. Let us suppose for instance m = 
mJ2mz has form (iii). By Theorem S(ii), m ‘+am implies m’ has form (iii) or (iv). 
Hence m’ = mlm”mz with m” = In or m” = am&; but, the latter case is excluded by 
Theorem S(iv) since m’s,,rn; whence m = m’. The case when m has form (iv) is 
similar. 
We could now, using the algebraic property of .SX@ (Theorem 2), Theorem 5 and its 
Corollary 2, obtain a syntactic characterization of =dQ for RPS’s by Definition 2. 
But this characterization would not be effective, whereas if we use first Theorem 3 to 
optimize our RPS’s, we shall then be able, with the help of Proposition 7 and 
Theorem 5, to prove that each RPS is .&@-equivalent to a finite one (i.e. a term in 
M(F, V)). This will give an effective and solvable characterization of sd9 and =d9 
among RPS’s. Notice that the restriction F = Fo u (f) which until now was made 
solely for the sake of denotational simplicity, now becomes essential. 
Theorem 6. Let F = F. CI {f} where f is binary and Fo is a set of symbols of rank Q, and 
~$9 = (I 1 I is discrete and fi is associative). Then for every RPS (S, G) on F, there is a t 
in M(F, l-3, having one of the forms stated in Theorem 4 and such that (S, G) =dg t. 
Proof. We apply first Theorem 3 and replace (S, G) by (S’, G) which has no useless 
occurrences. Let tm be obtained from G( fi) by n macroexpansions and a 1 swriting of 
all function variables in 68 (cf. Section 2). Let t; be a C-reduced form of tn. Let no be 
such that all symbols of Vu F appear in tno, nl and n, as in Proposition 7 and 
N = lub(no, nl, n,). Then: 
Let t;*l= m,Orn@rn,; by definition of macroexpansions and C-reductions, tX# 
= rn~rn~~rn~Orn~rn~ and ?ni = rnzrng up to a permutation. Ai: the symbols of mlm ‘1 
appear in ml, hence rnlrnil2 = rn& and, tke being C-reduced, rn; = 1. Similarly, 
rn; = 1. Finally, since all the symbols in rn$ are pairwise distinct and appear in 
q, m2 = mh up to a permutation and Orn# = nrn$n. Whence (1) and 
(S’, G) z&B t&. 
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Corollav. With the hypothesis of Theorem 6, ~9 and “90~ are solvable for RPS’s. 
Example 6. Let (S, G) be as in Example 4. With the present notations, S’ is written 
as: 
G(v) = vH(a)H(v)v, 
H(v) = G(G(v)). 
The symbols appearing in ml (resp. ma) are {a, v} (resp. {v}); ~2 = 1, N =4 and 
tl, = vaav. (S, G) is therefore &%equivalent to the loopless “program” t; which can 
also be written as 
f 
/\ 
G f t.- 
S:l= /\ 
1’ c f 
/’ \ 
a Q 
Theorem 6 extends immediately to the case where ~60 is replaced by the class 
KQ@J of discrete interpretations where fr is associative and commutative. The proof 
is easier because of the commutativity axiom uv = vu which simplifies the axioms 
defining =Vd9 on finite terms. Each t in M(F, V) has a =%d9-reduced form of one of 
the three types: 
0, v$ l l ’ ok, V,1’ l l v,Lt with Q’S pairwise distinct and every RPS is %3&B- 
equivalent o such a reduced term. 
On the opposite, the reader can check that, as soon as F has two binary symbols an 
arbitrary RPS is no more &@-equivalent o a finite one. The solvability of =,d~ is 
open in that case. 
Let us note finally that the characterization of s.~~ on M(F, V) is not a trivial 
extension of the one obtained in Theorem 1: there, for % = {I E 9 1 t=Ct’ + ?I= t;}, 
we characterized + as the transitive closure of C u ss. Here, in spite of all the 
“nice” properties of J&B = {I E 9 1 t =c, t’ * ?I = t;} the transitive closures of (C! u 
+) and even of (= ,d9 u ~3) are strictly contained in s,ds as shown by: 
Proposition 9. (i) (CU u Es)* 5& C, 
(ii) 
(Ca u +j)* s (=&Q u d,)* = (C u Q*)* s <&, 
where R* = UT=(, R” denotes the transitive closure of relation R. 
Proof. (i) The axiom J2uv0 =* &.v~~ of C is clearly not in the transitive closure of 
ca v =g. 
(ii) We have to check that 1100 -= +,& 110, whereas for no n it is true that do 
(Cu +)‘* uv. Intuitively, this stems from the fact that ssJb is more complex than the 
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relations (associativity and discretion) which define J&@ and which collide together to 
produce stronger properties (see [14] for details). 
Proposition 9, together with the characterization of <dB, allows us to use the class 
&B as a powerful counter-example [14]. We can for instance prove that the usual 
notion of equivalence under conditions [l] is no more adequate to prove 
equivalences of program schemes which might involve undefined terms (e.g. loops) 
or infinite terms. For instance, the equivalence of two schemes t and t’ under the 
condition that f be an associative operator is usually defined by: 
This is indeed what Theorem 5 and Corollary 2 imply if t and t’ are finite terms 
without 0’s. But, as soon as we want to deal with O’s or infinite schemes (iterative or 
recursive), Proposition 9 shows us that we can no more prove &equivalence of two 
schemes using in a straightforward and independent way the conditions which define 
%, and that a more thorough investigation of =;6 is needed instead. 
6. Conclusion 
We used in this paper a syntactic approach to simplify, and, as far as possible, 
optimize program schemes. 
We considered in Section 4 the class Ca of all interpretations and gave a purely 
syntactic algorithm to construct an optimal scheme from any given scheme by 
removing its useless parts. This optimization, both fast and simple, is nevertheless 
worthwhile and previous to any other optimization: it is for instance wasteful to seek 
for redundant computations in a looping scheme. This approach was then general- 
ized to classes Ce of interpretations defined by algebraic onditions on base functions 
and led to a simplification algorithm which, under some restrictions, also yields an 
optimal result. We finally applied these results in Section 5 to a particular class of 
interpretations; this led us to notice that, usually, neither equivalence nor 
simplifications with respect o a particular class %’ of interpretations can be described 
in a straightforward way proceeding from the conditions defining Ce. Within the line 
of this paper, it could be useful to look for interesting classes %? for which such a 
description would be possible. An example is given in Theorem 1. 
Numerous more concrete problems also arise within the context of this paper. Let 
us point out two interesting directions: 
(1) Improve the algorithm removing useless parts of schemes with respect to 
classes defined by algebraic conditions. For which classes, others than the ones 
described in this paper, does this process lead to an optimal scheme? Is it possible to 
characterize such classes? 
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(2) Which other optimizations would advantageously be extended to the syntactic 
level? The removal of redundant computations seems to be one. It is however likely 
that most other optimizations will depend upon the evaluation mechanism and will 
rely on an explicit choice of computation rules which we avoided here, 
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